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TARGET ARTICLE

Brain Data in Context: Are New Rights the Way to Mental and Brain Privacy?

Daniel Susser and Laura Y. Cabrera

The Pennsylvania State University

ABSTRACT
The potential to collect brain data more directly, with higher resolution, and in greater
amounts has heightened worries about mental and brain privacy. In order to manage the
risks to individuals posed by these privacy challenges, some have suggested codifying new
privacy rights, including a right to “mental privacy.” In this paper, we consider these argu-
ments and conclude that while neurotechnologies do raise significant privacy concerns,
such concerns are—at least for now—no different from those raised by other well-under-
stood data collection technologies, such as gene sequencing tools and online surveillance.
To better understand the privacy stakes of brain data, we suggest the use of a conceptual
framework from information ethics, Helen Nissenbaum’s “contextual integrity” theory. To
illustrate the importance of context, we examine neurotechnologies and the information
flows they produce in three familiar contexts—healthcare and medical research, criminal
justice, and consumer marketing. We argue that by emphasizing what is distinct about brain
privacy issues, rather than what they share with other data privacy concerns, risks weaken-
ing broader efforts to enact more robust privacy law and policy.

KEYWORDS
privacy; mental privacy;
contextual integrity; brain
data; neural data;
neurotechnology

INTRODUCTION

Privacy has always been a central concern in neuro-
ethics (Farah 2005; Farah and Wolpe 2004; Roskies
2002). Initially, privacy issues were raised mainly as
long-term possibilities—existing neurotechnologies
were still in their infancy and not yet efficient at
accessing and interpreting brain data. But in recent
years, with the development of novel neurotechnolo-
gies that allow new forms and greater amounts of
data collection, privacy has become a more urgent
issue in neuroethics and beyond. The potential to col-
lect brain data more directly and with higher reso-
lution has heightened worries about mental and brain
privacy. For example, many of the recent guidelines
around neurotechnology list privacy as a key issue to
consider and address (Goering and Yuste 2016; Greely
et al. 2018; Yuste et al. 2017). Some have argued that
the specific kinds of data collected by neurotechnolo-
gies raise unique and unprecedented privacy chal-
lenges, because information about the brain is
particularly revealing, it is less subject to conscious
control, and there is unusual uncertainty about what
can be inferred from it (Goering et al. 2021; Ienca
and Andorno 2017). In order to manage the risks to
individuals created by these data flows, some have

proposed codifying new privacy rights, including a
right to “mental privacy” (Ienca and Andorno 2017;
Ienca 2021a; see also NeuroRights Initiative at https://
neurorightsfoundation.org/mission).

We argue that this understanding of brain data’s
privacy risks stems from a particular conception of
privacy—privacy understood as individual control
over personal information. In recent years, develop-
ments in information privacy theory have cast doubt
on “control theories,” and new ways of conceptualiz-
ing privacy have emerged. In particular, we suggest
the use of a conceptual framework from information
ethics—Helen Nissenbaum’s “contextual integrity”
theory (2010)—to better understand the privacy stakes
of brain data. According to this framework, privacy
norms are inherently context-specific, and under-
standing the privacy implications of new data-driven
technologies requires analyzing them in particular
social contexts.

We proceed as follows: First, we explore how neuro-
ethics scholars define privacy and why they think new
neurotechnologies pose such grave privacy threats, and
we ask if these concerns, and the rights proposed to
remedy them, might be misplaced. Next, we introduce
the theory of privacy as contextual integrity.
To illustrate the importance of context, we examine
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neurotechnologies and the information flows they pro-
duce in three contexts familiar from prior discus-
sions—healthcare and medical research, criminal
justice, and consumer marketing. In each case, we find
that existing approaches to information privacy are
adequate for theorizing the privacy implications of neu-
rotechnologies and addressing the main worries raised
by proponents of new mental privacy rights. Finally,
we conclude with practical recommendations for how
to understand and address privacy in the context of
neurotechnologies, arguing that while neurotechnolo-
gies do raise significant privacy concerns, such con-
cerns are—at least for now—no different from those
raised by other well-understood data collection technol-
ogies, such as gene sequencing tools and online
surveillance.

PRIVACY IN NEUROETHICS

The conception of privacy that predominates discus-
sions in neuroethics derives from the information
technology sphere: namely, privacy is understood as
the ability to control the flow of personal information.
Alan Westin famously defined informational privacy
as our claim to determine for ourselves when, how,
and to what extent information about us is communi-
cated to others (Westin 1968). Likewise, and more
recently, Moore defined it as the “right to maintain a
certain level of control over the inner spheres of per-
sonal information and access to one’s body” (2008,
420). Scholars in neuroethics have largely followed
suit. Ienca and Andorno (2017) see privacy as “control
over information about oneself.” Goering et al. (2021)
describe it as a “right that others not access one’s per-
sonal information and personal space.” And Sch€onau
et al. (2021) describe privacy as the “right for individ-
uals to establish their boundaries and dynamics with
others.”

Issues around privacy are not unique to neurotech-
nologies. In our homes, for example, we expect others
to respect our physical privacy—that is, we expect to
control who can access our property. In health and
medical contexts, new technologies have created priv-
acy challenges, for example, who should be allowed to
access our genetic data, what they should be allowed
to do with it, and whether consent should be required
to share it. The proliferation of digital technologies
more broadly, especially smartphones and wearable
devices, has raised concerns about unauthorized access
to the personal data they generate, such as location
information and online behavioral data.

In neuroethics, recent debates have centered on
worries about the ability of neurotechnologies to dir-
ectly target neural processing (Goering et al. 2021;
Ienca and Andorno 2017). Some have focused on con-
cerns about unauthorized access to people’s neural
data1 (Goering et al. 2021; Ienca and Andorno 2017;
Sch€onau et al. 2021), or on issues around consent to
sharing brain data, while others worry about the use
of neural data to predict and manipulate people’s
behavior (Hallinan et al. 2013).

Proponents of the view that neurotechnologies
threaten privacy in unique and unprecedented ways
tend to make a number of important assumptions
concerning the use of neurotechnologies, either impli-
citly or explicitly. First, many start from the premise
that neural data is especially revealing—that it can
expose particularly intimate aspects of the person
(Goering et al. 2021; Ienca and Andorno 2017).
Goering et al., for example, argue that “[s]uch data is
sensitive by nature because it contains information
about the organ that generates the mind.” Second,
and closely related to the first point, many believe
that neural data has a special nature compared to other
forms of personal data, as it is perceived to be con-
nected to the core of who we are in ways that other
data is not.2 Some worry about the special directness of
brain data—the idea that “the information to be pro-
tected is not easily distinguishable from the source itself
that produced the data: the individual’s neural proc-
essing.” (Ienca and Andorno 2017, 14). Third, many
hold that the risks posed by neural data are especially
acute because it is less subject to conscious control
(Goering et al. 2021; Ienca and Andorno 2017). Finally,
some believe neurotechnologies enable a level of access
and control of brain activity that is unprecedented.

However, not everyone is convinced of the argu-
ments previously described. Another set of scholars
offer compelling reasons to resist the view that neuro-
technologies raise privacy concerns distinct from those
raised by other technologies (Ryberg 2017). For
example, genetic information is (arguably) equally
intimate and novel, and when such information is

1In what follows, we adopt the IEEE WG P2794 definition of “neural data”
as “all biosignals of neurological origin, including those recorded directly
from neural tissues, and downstream biosignals (e.g. EMG).” It is
important to point out that the discussion of privacy concerns resulting
from neurotechnology often time uses interchangeably the term brain
data (data directly obtained from the brain) and neural data. Also of
note, a few years ago discussions of privacy were mostly elicited when
discussing brain imaging technologies, nowadays the focus has been
mostly on discussions around brain computer interfaces and brain
implants.
2Others view this as a kind of “neuro exceptionalism” (Bublitz 2022;
Tovino 2007)—the idea that brain data has a special nature relative to
other personal information.
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captured, there is just as much uncertainty about what
could be inferred from it down the road (Hallinan
et al. 2013; Ryberg 2017). Also, claims about the
“directness” of neural data may be overblown; how we
choose to filter, process, and display brain data intro-
duces a series of uncertainties that call claims about
its “directness” into question. Moreover, just as brain
signals can be used to distinguish between and iden-
tify individuals, so too can genetic information, thus
raising similar privacy concerns (Hallinan et al. 2013).
It’s true that—like genetic data—some forms of neural
data may provide unique and persistent representa-
tions of single individuals, brain patterns often change
based on “environmental conditions or even the
mood of the person at the time,” and the brain itself
changes as individuals grow and develop (Hallinan
et al. 2013), thus raising questions about the certainty
with which brain data can be used to identify individ-
uals over time, or to capture other intimate details
about them.

It is unclear that we can infer sensitive information,
such as a person’s thoughts and feelings, just from
recordings of neural or brain activity. For brain data
or neural data to reveal higher order information
about the mind it must be linked with other behav-
ioral or physiological measures—it must be inter-
preted to say anything meaningful. In discussions
about privacy in neuroethics, there is often a leap
from claims about brain data—data about the func-
tion, status or structure of the brain, directly or indir-
ectly recorded—to worries about having direct access
to the mind. In Lippert-Rasmussen’s terms, from
“brain-reading” (i.e., “any technique that establishes
neurological properties of the brain”) to
“mindreading” (a “technique that establishes the psy-
chological properties of a person, such as her
thoughts, feelings, emotions, psychological disposi-
tions, etc.”). As Lippert-Rasmussen warns, however,
“not all mindreading involves brain-reading” (Lippert-
Rasmussen 2017).3 We add that not all brain-reading
involves mindreading: on its own, recording and
monitoring neural signals without other variables pro-
viding context tells us little if anything about our
mental life.

It is certainly true that neurotechnologies allow us
to access the brain in new and interesting ways, with-
out doubt raising concerns about privacy. But that
does not mean such concerns are necessarily different

or more worrisome than those raised by any of the
other data-driven technologies with which we interact.
Despite the fact that, historically, we have lacked
access to brain data, humans have nevertheless been
able to access other people’s minds. We are not per-
suaded by the above arguments, that “reading the
brain” or accessing the brain in these neurotechnolog-
ical ways really means acquiring more intimate, mor-
ally relevant information about the mind. As Ryberg
suggests (2017), we need neuromodesty when discus-
sing neurotechnologies and privacy.

DO WE NEED MENTAL AND BRAIN PRIVACY
RIGHTS?

Human rights occupy an important place in contem-
porary moral and legal theory, as well as in practical
politics more broadly. Given their broad scope and
myriad of applications, we have recently seen a variety
of different programs calling for a human rights
approach, including in neuroethics discussions about
mental and brain privacy.

In the early 2000s an important step toward neuro-
rights was work on the notion of “cognitive liberty”
(Boire 2001; Sententia 2004).4 Almost a decade later
Farahany (2012a) and Bublitz (2013) expanded the
rights-based view of cognitive liberty. Though none of
these authors used the term neurorights their work
laid the foundations to the current scholarship cover-
ing neurorights. In 2017, Ienca and Andorno argued
for four new rights: “the right to cognitive liberty, the
right to mental privacy, the right to mental integrity,
and the right to psychological continuity” (Ienca and
Andorno 2017). In particular, Ienca and Andorno
suggested the need for “formal recognition of a right
to mental privacy, which aims to protect any bit or
set of brain information about an individual recorded
by a neurodevice and shared across the digital
ecosystem,” and “the right to brain privacy [which]
aims to protect people against illegitimate access to
their brain information and to prevent the indiscrim-
inate leakage of brain data across the infosphere.”
Since Ienca and Andorno’s paper others have joined
this chorus: Yuste et al. (2017), for example, argue in
a comment article in Nature that “citizens should
have the ability—and right—to keep their neural data
private.” The Chilean congress created further
momentum when, on April 12, 2021, it approved an
amendment to article 19 of the Chilean Constitution
endorsing “the rights to physical and mental integrity3If we consider the implications of the extended mind thesis, namely that

the mind is not only tied to the brain (Clark and Chalmers 1998; Lippert-
Rasmussen 2017), then indeed looking at our browser history in our
phone might be more revealing of our minds than certain brain data. 4For a more detailed discussion please see Ienca 2021b.
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and protection of cerebral activity and data.”5 This
undertaking was part of the NeuroRights Initiative
(https://neurorightsfoundation.org/, last accessed it
March, 2023), born out of a workshop at Columbia
University, where an interdisciplinary group of global
leaders discussed the ethical principles of neurotech-
nology and AI. The Initiative, which is now run out
of the Columbia University Neurotechnology Center
and directed by Dr. Rafael Yuste, recently released a
list of five neurorights, among which they listed men-
tal privacy and proposed that “any data obtained from
measuring neural activity should be kept private.
Moreover, the sale, commercial transfer, and use of
neural data should be strictly regulated.”6

By now the spectrum of this debate has become
much broader, with some scholars arguing that no
new rights or legal reforms are needed to address
brain-related informational privacy, and others argu-
ing that while no new fundamental rights are neces-
sary, there is still a need for context-specific and
multi-level approaches (like the approach we defend
here, cf. Ienca et al. 2022; Fins 2022). This has moti-
vated scholarship on the complex legal landscape that
needs to be considered in brain data governance (cf.
Ienca et al. 2022). While we acknowledge the existence
of these more nuanced approaches, we focus in this
paper on the position, often overhyped and overrepre-
sented in certain advocacy efforts and international
debates on the issue7, that novel fundamental rights
(such as a right to mental privacy) are needed.

We are not arguing that human rights approaches
are inherently inappropriate. In fact, we agree that
such frameworks could help influence global govern-
ance of data, pushing governments to respect, protect
and fulfill privacy.8 Human rights frameworks can
provide valuable conceptual and rhetorical tools for
demanding government action and accountability—in
this case, for protecting personal data. Yet such an
approach comes with issues regarding accountability,
monitoring and enforcement. Member states (and
their legal and political institutions) are generally seen
as the actors responsible for upholding human rights,
with local and regional institutions helping link inter-
national human rights norms to domestic actors
(Engstrom 2017). Furthermore, we all as members of

society are meant to play a role in ensuring human
rights are upheld. All of this complicates views about
who bears responsibility regarding the protection of
human rights, who monitors progress and the mecha-
nisms to enforces compliance. Some human rights
scholars have pointed to the complex task of monitor-
ing state’s compliance, as often they are the ones in
charge of reporting about compliance. This creates a
state of affairs where there are not strong incentives
to establish "forceful human rights mechanisms” to
monitor and enforce human rights (Carraro 2019).
States’ commitments to protect even the most basic
human rights continue to be inadequate, with several
international human rights being under-enforced
(Koh 1998). The main proponents of brain and men-
tal privacy rights have not engaged enough with these
benefits and pitfalls of rights-based approaches,
instead focusing on the features of brain and mental
data that might justify new rights (see also Bublitz
2022). Here we focus on this aspect of the discussion.

In our view, “NeuroRights” proponents have not
sufficiently explained how these rights would differ,
meaningfully, from existing informational privacy
rights. For example, we generally regard “natural
mind reading” as morally unproblematic. A key aspect
of being a person is having a “theory of mind,” which
enables us to make inferences about the mental states
of others (see also Lippert-Rasmussen 2017; Ryberg
2017), which—though limited—has proven to be a
reasonably effective means of accessing the otherwise
unobservable mental states of those around us.
Furthermore, there are other less invasive and costly
technologies (e.g. social media) that provide some
insights into people’s mental lives. Proponents of new
brain and mental privacy rights argue that neurotech-
nologies enable more direct access. Yet as Ryberg
(2017) and others point out, neurotechnologies pro-
cess data in a variety of ways to make it intelligible to
human users, from filters to amplifiers and so on,
casting doubt on the idea of direct versus indirect
access.

Given these challenges—to the idea that brain data
is distinct from other personal information in a mor-
ally relevant way, and the notion that brain data is
especially revealing of intimate information about
us—there is reason for skepticism toward the claim
that brain data raises unique, especially urgent privacy
concerns. Some, like Ryberg (2017), argue that while
individuals have a privacy interest, this is not suffi-
cient to ground a “right to mental privacy.” We agree.
Moreover, it’s likely that in many instances the types
of brain information we are aiming to protect already

5https://nri.ntc.columbia.edu/projects
6NeuroRights Initiative, 2021
7We thank one of our reviewers for his/her suggestions on how to best
characterize the different approaches on the current debate around
neurorights.
8For a similar criticism see Bublitz. http://doi.org/10.1007/s12152-022-
09481-3.
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fit within existing legal privacy frameworks designed
to govern the flow of personal information. For
example, there already exist legal frameworks recog-
nizing the right to privacy, such as the universal dec-
laration of human rights (UDHR), the EU’s General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) (which aims at
protecting individuals with regards to the processing
and transfer of personal data), and in the US the
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(HIPPA).

Whether brain data represents a new and especially
worrying threat to privacy cannot be determined sim-
ply by examining the nature of the data itself. Rather,
we must understand who is using this data, how, and
for what purposes. To better understand these issues,
we argue that neuroethics discussions about mental
and brain privacy can learn from an approach well-
known in the information privacy world: Helen
Nissenbaum’s “contextual integrity” theory. In the
next section, we provide an overview of contextual
integrity and show why framing privacy concerns
around brain and mental data through this lens is a
more promising approach than those discussed above.

PRIVACY AS CONTEXTUAL INTEGRITY

While “control theories” of privacy remain dominant
in US (and to some degree European) law and policy,
the notion that information privacy amounts to
individual control over personal information has
come under sustained criticism by philosophers, legal
scholars, and technology experts.9 A major interven-
tion in these debates is philosopher Helen
Nissenbaum’s theory of privacy as “contextual integ-
rity.” On Nissenbaum’s account, privacy should not
be understood primarily as a function of individual
responsibility and control. Rather, context-dependent
social norms govern what she terms the “appropriate
flow of information,” and it is just as much the
responsibility of data collectors to respect these norms
as it is the responsibility of individuals to ensure they
are respected (Nissenbaum 2010).

Consider, for example, the norms inherent to the
context of friendship. If one friend confides in
another, sharing a sensitive secret, the interaction is
governed by an easily intuited norm of confidentiality:
clearly, it would be wrong for the confidant to dis-
close the information entrusted to her to a third party.
This norm of confidentiality need not be made

explicit—people learn it through the same process of
socialization that guides other aspects of interpersonal
life. The burden of responsibility for ensuring the
information remains private does not fall primarily on
the sharer. It is the information recipient’s responsi-
bility to abide by the relevant contextual norms—in
this case, to keep it confidential.

Or consider the context of doctor-patient relation-
ships. Patients must disclose all manner of sensitive
personal information to their physicians in order to
benefit from accurate, well-calibrated care—information
about their bodies, sexual activity, habits, and so on.
In some settings, such as mental healthcare, providers
are bound by explicitly codified legal confidentiality
rules. In other settings, informational norms are
unspoken but nevertheless easily understood. For
example, if in order to get a second opinion about a
suspected diagnosis, one doctor shares with another
doctor information revealed by a patient in confi-
dence, the patient would be unlikely to object.
However, if the same doctor revealed that information
at a dinner party while gossiping with a friend, or—
say—they sold it to advertisers, the patient would
rightly be outraged.

Note that the theory of privacy as contextual integ-
rity is philosophical—it attempts to model our con-
ceptual and moral intuitions about privacy, to predict
when new technologies that alter existing information
flows are likely to cause moral disapproval or outrage
(Nissenbaum 2010, 6–7). Of course, different people’s
intuitions do not always coincide. Contextual integrity
cannot definitively resolve such disagreements, but it
provides a language and conceptual structure for rea-
soning about and expressing them with precision.
Thus, it is more an analytical than a normative theory:
it aims to describe when and why new data-driven
technologies provoke ethical or moral concern, in
order to help guide law and policy (as well as social
and technical) responses. We introduce this frame-
work into discussions about privacy and brain data in
order to help clarify the specific values and interests
at stake in these debates. Viewed through the lens of
contextual integrity, brain data is revealed to raise
familiar privacy problems—the same problems, in
fact, as other digital technologies—rather than new,
unprecedented threats. As such, we argue that legal
and policy responses to brain data’s privacy challenges
should be integrated with efforts to address related
digital privacy threats, instead of being siloed into sep-
arate battles for new mental and brain privacy rights.

A central feature of Nissenbaum’s theory is the
analytical model she offers for specifying the relevant

9For a brief overview, see (Susser 2016). For a longer, critical discussion
about the relationship between contextual integrity and control theories
of privacy, see (Birnhack 2012).
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norms governing the flow of information in particular
social contexts. Every “context-relative informational
norm” can be articulated in terms of five parameters:
the information sender, its recipient, the subject (i.e.,
the person the information describes), the type (or
“attributes”) of information being transmitted, and the
transmission principles governing its flow. Returning
to one of the examples, above: when one friend con-
fides in another, the confider is sender and subject
(because the information is about the sender herself),
the confidant is the recipient, the information type is
sensitive personal information, and the transmission
principle is that the information is bound by a norm
of confidentiality—i.e., the information should not
flow beyond the designated recipient, unless (perhaps)
the sender has explicitly consented (Gupta 2013).

This last point emphasizes something worth noting:
in some instances, an informational norm can
approximate the control theory approach, as in the
case above, where the norm of confidentiality might
include exceptions if one obtains the information sub-
ject’s consent (Gupta 2013). The theory of contextual
integrity does not, therefore, suggest that individual
control over personal information is never desirable,
nor does it seek to repudiate control theories in their
entirety. Rather, contextual integrity demonstrates that
individual control over personal information is but
one of many context-relative informational norms
that govern information flows in everyday life.

New technologies—especially data-driven tools like
many neurotechnologies—can alter information flows
or introduce new ones. Nissenbaum describes a
“decision heuristic” for determining whether such
changes violate contextual integrity (Nissenbaum
2010, 148–150). First, articulate both the pre-existing
informational norm and the new informational norm,
by specifying the parameters discussed above. Second,
compare. If the two are different, there is a prima
facie violation—the new information flow has dis-
rupted the pre-existing norm. Of course, change can
be good and new informational norms might be pref-
erable to old ones. Thus, once a prima facie violation
has been flagged, one must ask if the new informa-
tional norm is harmful. Specifically, does it threaten
the “values, goals, or ends” of the relevant context?

Consider, again, the doctor’s office. As we
described above, the flow of information between
patient and physician is governed by long-standing
privacy norms: one expects information disclosed to
their physician will be held in confidence. Now
imagine a doctor’s office adopts some new technology
for their practice—for example, a digital application

that automates the patient intake process. Instead of
filling out stacks of paper forms, when patients arrive,
they simply enter their information into the app,
which stores it in the cloud. Introducing this system
disrupts context-relative informational norms—that is,
it violates prevailing social expectations about how
information ought to flow in that context—by sending
the information to a new recipient. Prior to its adop-
tion, the only recipient of patient information was the
doctor’s office; now, it is sent to a number of third-
party intermediaries, including internet service pro-
viders, the cloud storage provider, and perhaps the
company that designed the software.

This new information flow raises a red flag.
Disclosing patient information to these unexpected
recipients—even incidentally—constitutes a prima
facie privacy violation. The question is, does the new
information flow threaten the values, goals, or ends of
the context? Which is to say, does disclosing patient
information to third parties undermine the reason for
going to the doctor’s office in the first place? It is easy
to imagine how it could: for doctors to care for
patients successfully, to provide accurate diagnoses
and tailored treatment plans, patients must be forth-
coming. They must reveal sensitive personal information
to their doctors that they may not have told to anyone
else. An important reason why people are generally will-
ing to do that is because they trust doctors. Learning that
trust is misplaced, because information disclosed in confi-
dence is being transmitted—unexpectedly—to digital
intermediaries, could make patients less disposed to shar-
ing medically necessary information in the future.

Thus, according to the theory of contextual integ-
rity, bringing this new technology into the doctor’s
office raises privacy concerns not because it deprives
patients of control over information about themselves
(though it may do that). It raises privacy concerns
because the technology causes information to flow in
a new, unexpected way that could be detrimental to
the context’s purpose.

BRAIN DATA IN CONTEXT

What does all of this mean for mental and brain priv-
acy? As we’ve seen, there are three broad worries
about the implications of neurotechnologies for priv-
acy: (1) the brain data these technologies generate is
particularly revealing; (2) the decision to reveal or
conceal that information is less subject to conscious
control; and (3) there is considerable uncertainty
about what could be inferred from the data, compli-
cating decisions about whether to permit its
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collection. There is little doubt that all of this makes
controlling information more difficult. But contextual
integrity asks us to consider different questions—
namely, do neurotechnologies disrupt prevailing con-
text-relative informational norms? And if so, do the
new information flows run at cross-purposes to the
values, ends, and goals of the contexts in which they
appear? To explore these questions concretely, we
situate them in three contexts where neurotechnolo-
gies are typically discussed: healthcare, marketing, and
law enforcement.

Specifically, we explore what information is gener-
ated by the application of neurotechnologies in these
contexts, who has access to it, and what it reveals. As
we discussed above, calls for special attention to the
privacy issues raised by neurotechnologies are moti-
vated by the concern that data about the brain is par-
ticularly revealing about activity in the mind. Since
the mind is often thought to be the seat of individual
identity, personality, agency, and autonomy—the bases
of moral personhood—giving others access to our
minds raises deep moral questions, foremost about
privacy. But it is crucial to remember that the rela-
tionship between brain data and mind data is indirect.
fMRI, EEG, and related neurotechnologies collect
information about ongoing activity in the brain (in
the case of fMRI that “activity” is measured in relation
to blood flow, in the case of EEG it is detected by
measuring electrical signals) which can, in turn, be
correlated with relevant mental phenomena (Hallinan
et al. 2013). For example, it can be inferred from pat-
terns in data about blood flow or electrical signals in
the brain that a subject is likely imagining specific
words, which can then be converted into text or com-
puterized speech (Goering et al. 2021), or that they
intend to move an arm, which can be used to control
robotic prosthetics (Roelfsema, Denys, and Klink
2018).

Healthcare

Developers of neurotechnologies imagine a wide range
of applications, from cognitive enhancement to lie
detection to learning assessment, but their “major
focus” has been healthcare (Eaton and Illes 2007). In
clinical settings, neurotechnologies are being devel-
oped for both “assessment” and “intervention” (White
et al. 2015). At present, using brain function images
(such as fMRI scans) for diagnosis requires a signifi-
cant degree of interpretation by clinicians. As neuro-
technologies advance, the goal is to automate much of
this process, lowering costs and making results more

consistent (Eaton and Illes 2007). Meanwhile, non-
invasive fMRI and EEG technology is driving the
development of brain-computer interfaces (BCIs),
which enable real-time feedback about activity in the
brain (Lupu, Ungureanu, and Cimpanu 2019; White
et al. 2015). BCI technology is also being used thera-
peutically, for treatment of “stroke recovery, paralysis,
and degenerative conditions, such as amyotrophic lat-
eral sclerosis,” as well as socioemotional conditions,
such as psychopathy, antisocial disorder, and schizo-
phrenia (Bockbrader et al. 2018; Shih, Krusienski, and
Wolpaw 2012; White et al. 2015, 798).

In healthcare contexts, clinicians have found neuro-
technologies useful for a variety of purposes. Mapping
activity in the brain to mental phenomena, such as
“tactile, motor, language, and visual functions,” can
help neurosurgeons “assess surgical risk, plan surgical
routes, and direct intraoperative electrophysiological
procedures” (Tovino 2007, 423). It can be used to dis-
cover “atypical brain function” (Garden and
Winickoff 2018, 12), like the way language is proc-
essed by patients with epilepsy (Jarosiewicz and
Morrell 2021; Lo and Widge 2017; Tovino 2007, 423).
It can screen for potential psychiatric conditions by
pinpointing “biomarkers of mental illness” (Ienca,
Haselager, and Emanuel 2018). Obviously, these infer-
ences are highly sensitive—in the wrong hands, they
could lead to stigma, discrimination, and distress. And
like other sensitive information collected in healthcare
settings, brain data is susceptible to both intentional
and unintentional disclosure. A hospital, for example,
might decide to sell patient information to data collec-
tors, or the information could be leaked in a data
breach (Ienca, Haselager, and Emanuel 2018).

Marketing

Next, consider proposed uses of neurotechnologies in
consumer marketing. Just as healthcare practitioners
see promise in neurotechnologies for both medical
diagnosis and clinical intervention, marketers are
enthusiastic about using the same kinds of devices—
such as non-invasive BCIs—to understand and influ-
ence consumer decision-making. Research in
“neuromarketing” has been conducted by well-known
brands, such as Google, Disney, CBS, and Frito-Lay,
exploring how neurotechnologies can be used to gauge
consumers’ subconscious reactions to new products
and advertisements (Eaton and Illes 2007; Ienca and
Andorno 2017; Murphy, Illes, and Reiner 2008). And
neurotechnology companies are developing techniques
that leverage this information about people’s
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preferences to “prime, imprint, or trigger” them
(Ienca and Andorno 2017). With the rise of wearable,
“pervasive” neurotechnologies—headsets and other
devices incorporated into mobile technologies by com-
panies like Apple and Samsung, and into entertain-
ment and gaming platforms—advertisers have access
to more and more brain data, and increasing opportu-
nities to use it (Ienca and Andorno 2017; Penenberg
2011; Stanton, Sinnott-Armstrong, and Huettel 2017).

Like in healthcare contexts, neurotechnologies used
for marketing purposes attempt to map brain phe-
nomena to mental phenomena—they generate infor-
mation about brain activity (blood flow or electrical
signals), from which inferences are made about men-
tal activity, such as consumer preferences (Ariely and
Berns 2010).10 As Ariely and Berns (2010) write, the
“hope is that neuroimaging will reveal information
about consumer preferences that is unobtainable
through conventional methods” (284). Although pre-
liminary studies offer some evidence in support of
these inferences, they are far from conclusive. Indeed,
what little research has been conducted deserves skep-
ticism, given that “the great majority of the informa-
tion is published by neuromarketing companies or
academics who work in these enterprises” (Fortunato
et al. 2014, 215). And while some worry that once
BCIs are integrated into more consumer devices the
data they generate could be collected surreptitiously,
in situ, to date most neuromarketing research has
been conducted in the lab, with subjects knowingly
and willingly participating in the data collection pro-
cess (Lim 2018).

Law Enforcement

Finally, worries about the privacy implications of neu-
rotechnologies are perhaps most serious (if also most
speculative) in the context of law enforcement, where
some imagine that they “might possibly contribute to
more evidence-based decisions in criminal justice,
from investigation and the assessment of criminal
responsibility, to punishment, rehabilitation of
offenders, and the evaluation of their risk of recidi-
vism” (Ienca and Andorno 2017, see also Ligthart
et al. 2021). Thus far, the main application of

neurotechnologies in criminal justice has been lie
detection, with early studies showing promise over
existing polygraph techniques (Eaton and Illes 2007;
Holley 2009). Specifically, the developers of these tools
claim that fMRI scans can detect subtle differences in
blood oxygenation levels between people who are
lying and people who are telling the truth (Eaton and
Illes 2007), and they claim that “brain finger-
printing”—based on EEG scans—can infer from elec-
trical activity in the brain whether someone
recognizes a certain image (Holley 2009). Here again
there is every reason for skepticism, but the results of
fMRI-based lie detection tests have already been sub-
mitted as evidence in US and Indian courts (Holley
2009), and legal observers question whether existing
laws can manage it (Farahany 2012b; Meegan 2008).

DISCUSSION

According to the theory of privacy as contextual
integrity, the information flows described above cer-
tainly raise red flags. Neurotechnologies create a new
type of personal information (or informational
“attribute”)—real-time information about blood flow
or electrical signals in the brain. That alone prompts
urgent questions about privacy. Given their novelty,
we can’t ask if these new information flows disrupt
existing context-relative informational norms; we
don’t have norms that govern the circulation of brain
data. Instead, we have to ask whether the new infor-
mation flows are harmful, and if they are compatible
with the values, ends, and purposes of the social con-
texts in which we find them. Framing the question
this way is helpful, because it allows us to see that the
novelty of brain data does not necessarily create novel
privacy problems. To the contrary, new technologies
enabling new kinds of information flows is a problem
with which we are all too familiar.

In healthcare contexts, for example, privacy advo-
cates have long voiced concerns about electronic
health records (EHR) and the digitization of medical
data more broadly, which have caused information
historically confined to paper charts or private, closed
computer systems to flow widely—to cloud storage
systems and third-party data processors, academic and
industry researchers, insurance companies, and others
(Powles and Hodson 2017; Wetsman 2021). Viewed
through the lens of contextual integrity, these technol-
ogies threaten privacy because they cause information
to flow to new recipients, violating norms of doctor-
patient confidentiality. Moreover, these data flows
could harm data subjects if the information was

10Some argue that the term “neuromarketing” encompasses a more
expansive set of techniques than this, including, amongst other things,
the measurement of “physiological aspects such as perspiration, electrical
conductivity of the skin, hormonal and neurotransmitter changes,
movement and dilation of the pupil, movements of muscles (body and
face), to even the understanding of complex cognitive aspects, such as
the functional activity of specific regions of the brain by means of the
analysis of different markers such as electrical waves, cerebral metabolism
and its blood flow” (Fortunato et al. 2014).
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leaked in a breach, if researchers used it for purposes
to which the data subjects did not consent, or if insur-
ance companies used it to justify raising premiums.
As we saw in the previous section, information flows
that violate norms of doctor-patient confidentiality
can undermine the trust patients place in doctors.
Less trusting patients are likely to be less forthcoming,
making it more difficult for doctors to provide high
quality care.

Likewise in marketing and law enforcement con-
texts. Much has been written about the rise of
“surveillance capitalism”—a digital economy driven by
targeted advertising (Zuboff 2019). Digital platforms
generate information about every person’s web brows-
ing behavior, purchasing patterns, social media use,
and any other activities that can be tracked by the
computers, smart phones, wearable devices, and other
sensors they interact with, and that data is fed
through an ecosystem of data aggregators, analytics
firms, marketing companies, and advertising platforms
to personalize and target digital ads. Many of these
data practices violate contextual integrity, not because
they generate new kinds of information, but because
information about activity in one context flows
inappropriately to another. For example, information
about personal finances might be used to target ads.
Similarly, personal data collected by private platforms
often finds its way to law enforcement, enabling new
kinds and greater degrees of government surveillance,
raising further concerns about data collected in one
context being disclosed to recipients in another
(Morrison 2021).

From this vantage point, the threats to privacy
posed by neurotechnologies begin to look fairly com-
monplace. Like many of the other digital technologies
transforming our lives, they transmit data about our
bodies and behaviors to new, unexpected recipients
who can use it for purposes that may or may not
serve us. Indeed, while proponents of new mental and
brain privacy rights tend to emphasize what is unique
about neurotechnology, on closer inspection these
technologies and the data flows they generate seem to
threaten the very same harms as other digital tools.11

As we’ve seen, proponents of new mental and brain
privacy rights justify them by claiming that (1) brain
data is especially revealing about people’s personalities
and preferences, (2) it is especially resistant to con-
scious control, and (3) it is especially uncertain what
could be inferred from the data. First, the same is true

of the physical and behavioral data collected by other
digital devices. Much like “neuromarketers,” digital
advertisers claim that the behavioral data they collect
offers a special window into people’s hidden preferen-
ces and desires. Which is to say, they too suggest reli-
able inferences can be made about individual
preferences and desires on the basis of measurable
data, only they focus on data about our outward activ-
ities and behavior rather than data about blood flow
or electrical signals in the brain.

Second, because digital tracking has become so per-
vasive, and since much of our behavior is habitual
and unconscious, it is equally difficult to consciously
control what an observer might learn about us
through physical surveillance as it is to control what
they might learn from brain scans (Zuboff 2019).
(Practically speaking, unless BCIs become as ubiqui-
tous as smart watches it will be much more difficult
to consciously conceal behavioral data than it is to
conceal brain data.) For example, Facebook attracted
criticism for developing predictive analytics tools
that—according to leaked internal company docu-
ments—can infer from their activity on the platform
when teenagers are feeling particularly vulnerable
(“anxious,” “overwhelmed”) (Susser, Roessler, and
Nissenbaum 2019). Third, as privacy and technology
scholars have long argued, there is enormous uncer-
tainty about what could be inferred from any particu-
lar piece of personal information once it is combined
with other information and analyzed in the aggregate
(Barocas and Nissenbaum 2009; Solove 2013).

Indeed, many of the privacy issues neuroethicists
have highlighted are precisely the same as those raised
in broader discussions about digital tracking. For
example, Ienca, Haselager, and Emanuel (2018) worry
about the risk of “brain leaks”—i.e., the “unauthorized
disclosure of brain information” resulting from cyber-
attacks on hospital databases or third-party cloud
storage systems—and about law enforcement demand-
ing access to brain data held by private firms (808).
Concerns expressed by Goering et al. (2021), that neu-
rotechnologies could be used to manipulate people by
“writing information into the brain,” mirror broader
worries about the use of digital technologies to
manipulate people through digital nudges, targeted
advertisements, and “dark patterns.” (Goering et al.
2021, 8; Susser, Roessler, and Nissenbaum 2019). And
the fear, generally, that current privacy and data pro-
tection laws haven’t kept pace with technology and
can’t provide sufficient protection against the harms
threatened by neurotechnologies is, of course, shared
by many who focus on privacy and digital technology

11Kasper Lispert-Rasmussen offers further reasons for doubting that brain
data raises unique privacy challenges, beyond those we put forward
below. See (Lippert-Rasmussen 2017).
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more broadly (Hallinan et al. 2013; Ienca, Haselager,
and Emanuel 2018; Rainey et al. 2020).

To be clear, our aim is not to deflate worries about the
privacy implications of brain data. Neurotechnologies
are already creating new streams of sensitive informa-
tion, which—like all health data—ought to be care-
fully protected. And if future neurotechnologies live
up to the promises made about them the privacy
risks they bring in tow will only increase. Rather, our
aim has been to suggest that we can better conceptu-
alize and understand those risks by applying the lat-
est theories in information privacy, such as the
theory of contextual integrity. Doing so, we can see
that the privacy concerns neurotechnologies raise are
urgent but not novel, justifying attention and action,
but not new, unique rights. Indeed, there is reason to
think that focusing on what little distinguishes the
privacy harms threatened by neurotechnologies from
those threated by other digital tools, instead of on
what they share in common, could undermine efforts
to defend privacy, rather than strengthen them.

CONCLUSION

Privacy is under threat everywhere. We are monitored
and tracked, online and offline, by governments and
private firms (Zuboff 2019). Information about where
we go, what we do, and with whom is collected from
our smartphones and sold to data brokers, advertisers,
and the police (The Editorial Board 2019). Viewed
through the lens of contextual integrity the situation
is especially dire, as information gathered in one con-
text is routinely transferred, analyzed, and put to use
in others, often in violation of context-specific social
norms designed to govern these information flows.
Financial information finds its way into health
research. Health information is used for commercial
advertising. Location information guides the targeting
of political messages.

How, then, do worries about mental and brain
privacy fit into this larger picture? Proponents of spe-
cial mental and brain privacy rights suggest that neu-
rotechnologies, such as brain-computer interfaces,
threaten unique new privacy harms; as such, there is a
need for unique new rights to protect against them.
As we hope to have demonstrated in this paper, these
arguments are unfounded. Brain data may be new,
but the privacy concerns brain data raises are all too
familiar. Focusing attention on what distinguishes
brain data from other types of personal information,
rather than their commonalities, is unhelpful for two
reasons—one theoretical, the other practical.

Theoretically, doing so leaves valuable conceptual
and normative tools on the table. As we have seen
through the example of contextual integrity, theories
of information privacy—beyond mental and brain
privacy—have advanced considerably in recent years,
offering insights that can deepen and enrich related
discussions in neuroethics. Privacy is deeply tied to
social context: understanding whether, why, and to
what extent brain data threatens privacy requires
accounting for the actors involved in its transmission,
the informational norms governing its flow, and the
ends, values, and purposes of the contexts in which it
is collected, analyzed, and put to use. The flow of
brain data, to and from medical researchers, raises dif-
ferent concerns than its flow to and from advertisers
or the police. Trying to understand brain data’s priv-
acy implications solely in terms of the kind of infor-
mation it is, without attending to context, is to rely
on an outmoded theory of privacy.

Practically, cleaving mental and brain privacy from
information privacy more broadly divides privacy advo-
cacy. Worries about mental and brain privacy ought to
be framed as further reasons to shore up the privacy
rights we ostensibly already have, and which desper-
ately need defending, rather than reason to fashion
new ones. Emphasizing the supposedly “special” nature
of brain data is a kind of “neuroessentialism” (Reiner
2011). And calling for new rights does not come with-
out cost. As Bublitz (2022) argues, drawing from crit-
ical discussions around human rights more broadly,
adding to the list of rights can create “inflationary”
pressure that devalues all of them: “If every important
interest or legitimate concern became a matter of
human rights, they may lose their distinction, signifi-
cance, and effectiveness” (3).

Neurotechnologies and the brain data they prolifer-
ate threaten real privacy harms. But what is the nature
of this harm, and how do we defend against it? To
answer these questions, we ought not to fetishize the
brain, focusing on what makes brain data different
from the myriad other forms of personal information
digital technologies circulate—data collected from our
smartphones, genetic data, and the like. Neuroethics
should learn from these related efforts and advocates
for mental and brain privacy should join with them in
common cause.
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